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About This Game

Dungeon Manager ZV is 'the' classic dungeon defense game from Japan. Created by Japanese Indie developer StudioGIW and
named 2004’s best online software by Vector magazine it continues to have loyal fans to this day.

Finally the sequel is ready! Dungeon Manager ZV2 is a massive step forward. Now with a full graphical interface you, as
Dungeon Manager, have more control than ever before. Manage your dungeon and micro-manage your zombies, monsters,
minions and traps. Your task is to defend against marauding human invaders. As Queen of the Demons you will now also

participate in the battles with a weapon of your choice. Think strategically to summon your forces, level them up and defend
against endless invaders and boss units.

Steam Workshop is an exciting new feature! Now you can design your dungeon and share it online. Or you can download and
play dungeons designed by others. All elements of the dungeon can be customized. Even the the A.I. engine that controls the

invading human invaders can be adjusted using a straightforward programming language.
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great dlc that adds replay value. I'd never ever heard an odd sound like this game had. You will feel like aliens try to capture
your mind with odd sounds. At the same time I don't want to play and want to play more as well. So odd.. I love the concept of
this game but the controls and in game menus are horrible, makes it frustrating to play. However, I have decided not to request a
refund with the hopes that the devs will do a rehaul on these mechanics. Has the potential to be a good game, but as of now I
would not recommend buying it.. I bought this game when it was for sale, so I spent around five bucks, and at first I hated it. I
believed it to be an absolute bore.

However with some time and imagination, I loved it and found myself playing it quite frequently.. After playing Final Assault
(with direct unit control), I was worried this game wouldn't be as fun. I was wrong. The balance of spells, fortification
placement and unit variety make this game a LOT of fun. Short rounds prevent prolonged stalemate situations and allow you to
come back for the next round with new fortification and unit placement strategies. Lots of fun with an easy learning curve for
beginners and tactical elements to make it very competitive for advanced players. Highly recommended.. In less than a day I've
spent about seven hours on this game.
Love the game, love the idea of companionship and working together. I can always pair up a group of friends or just have me
and my boyfriend play together. A lot of people complained about toxicity I believe... To me I don't really understand how a
game like this could be toxic if you can't even communicate throughout the game. The only sort of communication you get is
before the game (you get a minute to ready up when there's a whole squad of survivors) and after the game if you stay.

I haven't played as a killer yet because I'm scared of the result, but I think I'm going to go for the tutorial and try playing as a
killer after this review. Honestly, for the price I got it for (10 bucks for the sale), it's totally worth it. Once it goes back up, I
recommend really thinking before you purchase, considering some factors:
-some people may disconnect the game
-some people may have no idea how to play
- some people may intentionally have you get killed.
(Could be considered still as toxic\/frustrating, but could easily be flipped over if you got some cool buddies to play with)

All in all, I recommend the game because it is fun to play with friends or other people. I'm more of a person who enjoys to play
with other people. If you like Deceit, I recommend this game.

P.s: Don't complain about a game being toxic when you can't even communicate throughout the game and your biggest threat is
another player disconnecting. And, what game doesn't have any toxicity?

***UPDATE***

Playing as a killer in this game is pretty rough, you do get a lot more currency though to upgrade characters. I can see the
toxicity towards the killers because of the perks (if the killers chose to unlock their perks). I did realize in my first game I wasn't
able to kill anybody with one character, so I tried another. In my second game I did kill and "sacrifice" three individuals. At the
end of the game a few told me that camping isn't the right way to win a game, (Ironically, I ran across the whole map multiple
times like an idiot). After explaining to them that this indeed was my second match as a killer and my first time using this killer
they apologized and laughed about it with me.

Communication is key during the game at the beginning and most certainly at the end. I could of got reported or worse, but
luckily I didn't. I also realized that the game does crash on you so you will disconnect, it's not like people intentionally
disconnect.

Anyways, thanks for reading my review!!!. Auroch is my favorite vehicle in game. Hello fellow steam users,

Its fair to say that despite its few minor faults including the lack of both elves and adventure, Elves Adventure is possably the
best game I have played in my 17 years of gaming and general life, it is a gripping RPG with an intense and aluring back story to
each individual character, I haved played this game intensivley for the past 0.3 hours and can honestly say splashless bleach is
now my favourite beverage, I never thought depression could take over a mans life in such a short period of time, this is surely a
medical breakthough of some sort.
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Kind Regards

A man with both\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

you know who I mean.

xoxoxox. EDITED REVIEW: With the 11 March 2016 update (v 1.0.2.16), the developers finally fixed most of the mechanics
which made this game unplayable before. About the only thing they didn't fix was the squiggly background in the sorting tray at
the bottom of the puzzle. Unfortunately, even though I can now play the game (and finished it after 23 hours of game play with
100% Achievements), I'm still not recommending it. My lack of recommendation, though, is now borderline. The big problems
now are:

- The pictures are not very good for jigsaw puzzles. In general, they consist of vast fields of background (rocks, water, sky) and
a picture of a bird somewhere therein. Usually, the background is partially blurred due to depth-of-field. Sometimes instead of a
bird or two, there's a flock of birds. These pictures are not object-oriented enough for a jigsaw puzzle.

- Of the 26 pictures in the game, 6 of them are 220 piece puzzles and 1 is a 350 piece puzzle. On my 24" 1920x1200 monitor,
the pieces for the 220 piece puzzles became much too small to work with (can't really see the shapes or connectors, and the
amount of picture on the piece is too small to be useable). The single 350 piece puzzle is even worse. Now, if you have
something like a 28" monitor (or bigger), maybe this particular problem would go away. But, for me, those biggest 7 puzzles
were nothing but a pain (especially coupled with the poor pictures).

- It's a small issue compared to the above two, but the picture numbers and progression through the pictures in the game don't
make sense. You'd think the progression through the game would be from smallest number of pieces to largest number of pieces
and the picture numbers would reflect that. Nope. It's almost arbitrary. It doesn't really make any difference to the puzzles, but
it's just odd.

Again, my lack of recommendation is borderline. If you have a 28" monitor, I'd say it's probably worth trying. With a 24"
monitor, it's pretty iffy. Anything less would probably drop it into the avoid category.

ORIGINAL REVIEW: With the current interface on "PIxel Puzzles 2: Birds," there's no way I can recommend it. The biggest
problem is that for some unknown reason, they've decided to have:

- the pieces float underwater in the pond instead of on the surface,
- the pond, itself, to be filled with a squiggly background,
- the UI controls float around taking space in the pond,
- the puzzle table has a squiggly background
- the sorting tray at the bottom has a squiggly background.

All of that conspires to make it almost impossible to see (let alone find) the pieces. On the very first puzzle (the easiest one with
the biggest pieces), it's almost impossible to even see which pieces are edges as they float in the pond. PIcking them up and
dropping them on the sorting tray is of no help, since the background image there is worse than the background image in the
pond. Ditto for seeing pieces (properly positioned or not) on the table, itself. Plus, if you expand the sorting tray so it appears at
the bottom of the screen, it just pushes the top of the screen (i.e., the top of the pond) right off the display. So, pieces can float
around up there and you have no idea they exist.

Adding insult to that injury, the main screen for the game seems to be a set of advertisements for the company. There's a list of
"channels" along the right hand edge that you scroll through to see other games (including this game). I bought and paid for this
game. I sure don't want to be subjected to advertisements for other games right at the start. All of that stuff needs to go away.
Instead, when we start the game, it should put us into the actual starting screen (the one that currently comes up when you select
this game from the channels).

Hopefully, Decaying Logic\/KISS will revise this UI to remove the pointless noise. "Picture Puzzles: Japan" was a beautiful,
restful game to play. This game is making me blind. I'm putting it away for now as unplayable and hoping for a UI update.. It
took a lot to change from a negative to a positive on this because i played the older version and the release version was a
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night/day change and i had to relearn the whole game (which seems to have very little guides as it is).

This is a very cool concept but....it's still got bugs. It's playable but yeah, bugs.

The main reason i went from negative (to a positive) on this is because it seems the developers are listening and responding.

The next update will let me know if they really listened.
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Press 1 button everything dies.... i wish i could play DW3 on PC. The easy AI is to freaking hard, it sends all of it's best units
right of the bat, WITH NO TIME TO PREPARE! it starts building and attacking before i can start building a barracks! even if i
rush it with some robots, it still beats me, Maybe it's because i'm a little rusty, but still, plz nerf

If your reading this, i beg of you, forward this information to the devs, this NEEDS to be fixed, i cant even play without getting
my butt kicked, Other than that great game! 8\/10. You can complete this game and get all the achievements while in the loading
screen of another game. 10\/10!. UBERMOSH is a video game series depicting the stories of counter-cultural young women
trying to surive for ninety seconds in MAGAland Wal-Mart parking lots. Set to the tune of an absolutely balls-to-the-wall
amazing soundtrack, with a hurricane of blood, guns, and ammunition, it's nearly impossible not to enjoy. Santicide is the latest
addition in this series of beautiful punk simplicity, available for somewhere between the price of bubblegum and a beverage..
Add more songs please just like halcyon, imprinting, gravity(M2U), etc. Ah don't forget maybe you can add Extreme with 8k or
9k because I love challenge. I love this game by the way. Keep it up, Steam!!!

My Rating : 9/10.
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